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Atomic Object, Grand Rapids based software development firm
Started in 2001 by Carl Erickson and Bill Bereza



company photo 2008...



Owning our own building lets us control the facilities to match our work process.



Successful software development is all about communication and collaboration
We work in small teams, we share between teams, we spread our knowledge
Customers will work at our site to be close to their team



Clients range: engineering companies - web startups - local and out of state.
Our happy clients have driven our growth.
Atomic grow organically in its size & practices to better serve client needs
We saw that software development alone is not enough for success...



Product
Development

Project
Management

Product
Design

Software
Development

realized that we work best when we engage in product development
specific product with concrete business goals
enjoy strategic engagements with clients because we can show that we sincerely want their product to succeed.
product development being composed of 3 different disciplines. 
3 legged stool



Software 
Development

Atomic started with a solid foundation of agile software development practices
TDD, Pair Programming, Refactoring, Software Design,
We value learning and professional growth, books, conferences
Saw need to better help clients drive our teams...



Project Management

Grew PM practices to better serve data driven, collaborative, project planning
Actually delivers the power of agile development by giving
 Early indicators for hitting our target (budget/calendar deadline)
 Ability to measure the consequences of decisions (add more developers, using fridays to QA & tech debt 
reduction)
As our PM practices matured we saw that there was more work left to do...



Product Design

grew our product design practices to help clients develop useful products
 product stakeholders have unique concerns and may not share a common vision
 engage clients in a process that exposes initial concerns/fears and builds common product vision
 seek to reduce fears and uncertainty so development can begin effectively 

Changed how we kickoff projects...



Getting The Party 
Started 

• Initial Client Meeting

• Discovery

• Up Front Design

• Release Planning

• Estimation

• Software Development Begins



Initial Client Meeting

get general idea of client’s needs
client can be very fearful:
 not know what they want, not know how to go about getting what they think they want
 not enough money
 they try to calm fears by establishing a contract that “nails it all down” for a fixed price.
Fixed bids foster toxic relationships. People are not as transparent.
Better to acknowledge fears, build trust and share risk...



Discovery

propose that the client engage in a 2-4 hr. initial meeting of project stakeholders
This session seeks to define:
 Who is the project champion on the client side
 What are the risks and opportunities
 Who is target market (look at market trends and create persona sketches for specific users)
Take what is learned in discovery and engage in design...



Up Front Design

Naming and Branding
Research and competitive analysis
Interface prototypes
Initial Visual Design
Technical spikes
Domain expert and user interviews
Once we have an idea of what needs to be built, we help with release planning...



Release Planning

Exploring the word “need” with the client
Break the project down into high level features
Seek to balance the project across feature sets
When high level features are determined, then estimates can be made...



Estimation

Estimate the features in the release plan with a low level of granularity : 1/2 wk. 1 wk.
first release -> developer stories
client writes or approves
compare features estimate to story estimates
development team has a backlog of stories they can track progress against



Development

Team starts to chew through the backlog
Development occurs in iterations 

lots of activities going on before development? Yes. Maybe...
Some from the agile community might be thinking... 



What’s the deal with 
this up front 
business?

I used to think this approach was unagile. 
“Oh no, our customers want more up front definition, well, here we go...”



my fears were unfounded.
not talking about defining a hardened release plan
no reams of UML and class interaction diagrams
I was realizing that...



Design Matters!

wake up call
 I work in an agile, developer-centric environment
 I thought this up-front stuff was a bunch of rubbish at first
 I believed in minimal working software being developed
 I believed in design happening alongside development (it turns this still happens)
Needed reality check...



Reality

client needs at least a rough scope for budget
The product needs an initial strongly shared vision
The work up front is just a grand version of an iteration planning game...



What goes down

Identifying fears, constraints, opportunities and goals
Creating personas
Developing scenarios of those personas using the product
Exploration / Definition of Information Architecture
Exploration / Definition of the User Experience
Visual Design
activities serve as a filtering process that helps us to agree on and...



Identify The 
Product’s Features

Jeff Patton “Finding the Forest in the Trees”
refers to Alistair Cockburn’s book “Writing Effective Use Cases”
Patton discusses how user tasks are like use cases and how they can be described in terms of a goal level...



The Right Level

High Level Summary: Clouds
Summary: Kite, (dental care)
User or Function Level: Sea Level, (brushing teeth)
Sub-Function Level: Fish, (open toothpaste)
Step Level: Clam, (twist the toothpaste cap)
So at what level does a feature live...



So what is a feature?

@ Atomic: Function Level tasks (Sea Level, brushing teeth) -> Features,   Sub-Functional and Step Level tasks 
(Fish, open toothpaste) -> Stories.
first consider features because 
stories are too time consuming (at point of maximum ignorance)
define functional level tasks and estimate
have client determine what is included in the first release (the line)
this looks like...



Release Planning

stickies and large paper -> visualize product as an organization of movable pieces.
define something simpler, get to market faster
organize product features into sets of related features & prioritize the features within each set
determine what features will provide the most value for an initial release.
balance each release appropriately across all feature sets, recognize dependencies.
initial release is defined -> developer stories and assign estimates to each story...



Features to Stories

Feature 

Story 1

Story 2

Story 3

sea level features churn and wash out all of the fish level stories
At Atomic we, have taken ideas from the BDD community to help us define stories.
Check out Dan Northʼs post “Introducing BDD”, from Sept. 2006
http://dannorth.net/introducing-bdd
The stories we create describe the softwareʼs behavior and end up becoming automated integration tests/specifications...



Behaviors

We use the word “behaviour” instead of “test”
Describe how the software behaves when an event occurs under some given conditions
We describe the behaviour as a scenario...



Scenarios

Given some initial context, 
when an event occurs, 
then ensure some outcomes.

used to actually use story cards.
now we use strac...



Manage Stories

Points Description

Zach Dennis and Mark Vanholstyn made it
we used to use Explain PMT
made our own fork. Features feature: helps map stories to a feature
Strac is hosted on Zach’s github account
http://github.com/zdennis/strac/tree/master



Strac Wins

Helps with remote customers
Organizes stories into iterations and backlog
Allows entry/editing of story definition and estimate
Allows update of progress (defined, in-progress, done, blocked)
Gives estimation summary
Gives velocity summary (how fast is the team moving through stories)



Strac Fails

User management
Seeing the big picture (Jeff Patton, “Finding the Forest in the Trees”)



What actually matters

Regardless of the tool:
Define your stories
Estimate your stories
Track your progress
We define all of the stories then have the development team estimate the stories...



Estimate Stories
2 | 4 | 8 | 16

We prefer to estimate stories in points and also with a power-of-two scale.
Our early ideas for a point based approach came from Mike Cohn’s “Agile Estimating and Planning”, Chapter 4 
“Estimating Size with Story Points”
Why we use points...



Why Points?

Points make sense when measuring velocity.
45 hrs. of work in 35 hrs. is weird
Points over time ratios give us something easier to conceptualize.

Cohn states that “A key tenet of agile estimating and planning is that we estimate size but determine duration.”
In practice we start with an idea of how points map to time.



Starting With Points

If 4 points were a day, 2 is half a day, 1 is before 2nd cup of coffee.
Nothing is free. No zeros.
move away from thinking about time & estimate based on relative complexity
Is story X twice as big as story Y ?  Same size, half as big?
powers of 2...



2^n

prevents slow process & debate where developers are hen-pecking each other.
“I think it is a 5.”
“No way, it’s at least a 6, maybe even a seven”
high points == high risk
add spike stories
Once all the stories are estimated, the development team will have a backlog they can chew through...



Velocity Chart

This burdown/burnup chart shows is shown in its initial state
Ron Jeffries Big Visible Charts, Velocity Charts: http://www.xprogramming.com/xpmag/BigVisibleCharts.htm
We use a spreadsheet to generate this chart.
x-axis == iterations,  y-axis == points, top line == sum of estimated stories, trend lines
Strongly encourage reading Chapter 17, “Buffering Plans for Uncertainty” from Mike Cohn’s “Agile Estimating and 
Planning”.
The team is now ready to build the software...



First Iteration Story 
Selection

move stories from backlog into the first iteration. use initial mapping of points to time.
later, points/per iteration is determined by a weighted average
Once stories for the first iteration are selected, it is time for the team to begin developing...



Responsible 
Development

completed story points in velocity chart represent nothing unless the development is done in a responsible way.
pragmatically employ agile development practices to ensure we are creating quality software.
We start with TDD...



Use TDD

use TDD to introduce functionality into the software.
specifications start as high level integration tests that describe the overall behavior of a given piece of 
functionality.
lower level functional and unit tests define the behavior of smaller system components.
frequently run during the development and they are also run by our build server...



Use a Build System

automatically checks out any new code and runs the test suites.
rolled our own. many open source implementations available.
We have large, visible status indicators
has our back
Pair programming is another way we watch out for each other... 



Pair Program

extreme form of code review.
We build our teams in terms of pairs.
pragmatic about this practice. Sometimes it is just not possible to pair 100% of the time.
design, code the hard stuff, code review in pairs.
No matter what we do, all of the development time is tracked...



Track Time

built our own time tracking tool.
map the stories we define in strac into this tool.
determine how much actual time was spent on the story
directly tied to invoicing and payroll. probably not as effective if it were not.
By the end of the iteration it is time to publish a build...



Publish Weekly Builds

Instructions

Related stories

Click here!!!

Basecamp for project communication.
end of an iteration -> announce that a new build is published.
presented like candy. easily click. 
spell out what has been accomplished and how to access
always release. don’t delay the build because you are behind. cut functionality.
This publication indicates that it is time to review the build...



Review the Build

• Client uses stories for validation

• Designers review usability, user 
experience and visual design

• Developers beat up on edge cases

• Tester anarchy

Fridays are great days to review the build because...



Monday - Thursday

Monday - Thursday are normally spent working heads down.
Refactoring and toolsmithing does happen on these days but...
sawing through the stories in the iteration.
want the points, preserve velocity.
Friday is a good day for house keeping...



Friday

Team introspection, Discussion, Clean up cruft, Refactor, Toolsmithing, Spikes
Easy fixes coming in from build review
All about managing technical debt
We can’t just introspect on the product, we need to see how the iteration fits the plan...



Review The Iteration

Check your velocity
Do stories need to be added?
 What about bugs? Add story or not? Be transparent.
 We usually add the points
What does the trend look like...



Use your Data

Use the iteration’s velocity in the velocity charts.
See if the team is on target.

If the team is not going to hit the target it is time to make decisions...



Decisions

• Take a 10,000 ft View

• Adjust Priorities

• Add or Remove members from team

• Increase or Reduce scope

• Estimate Backlog again

$, Scope, Quality
Re-estimating the backlog is a good idea. (stories were estimated at the point of maximum ignorance)
Break down big stories. Keep trying to reduce uncertainty.
Some key metrics here are: point velocity (progress, relates to deadline), point per hour (efficiency, relates to 
budget)



Iterate

Keep publishing and practicing introspection on an iterative basis.
Continue to bring certainty into the project.
Continue to work closely with the client in an open and trusting relationship.



Questions?


